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EVIDENCE AND WITNESSES

Given the government's response, an evidentiary hearing, to include live testi-
mony, is requested. Mere averments of counsel are not evidence. The necessary wit-
nesses include all individuals with personal knowledge of ex parte contacts between the
GCMCA and any prosecutor. This will include GEN Abrams, the SJA, the Deputy SJA,
all who have at any time been dejure or de facto members of the prosecution team, and
MAJ Carlson. In the interest of conserving courtroom time, we would want to interview
all of these individuals in advance and we request that the government ensure their
availability for this purpose.

ARGUMENT

1. General Abrams exercises judicial functions

The government's shifting theories of why GEN Abrams' ex parte contacts with
the prosecutors - the specifics of which it refuses to disclose - are proper do not with-
stand scrutiny.

On 30 August 2016 trial counsel denied the defense's request to find out about
GEN Abrams' ex parte contacts on the basis that convening authorities are "quasi-
judicial" officials. D APR 47 at 27. On 13 September 2016, and presumably having real-
ized that those contacts pose a threat to GEN Abrams' continued involvement in this
case, trial counsel threw the engines into reverse and advanced an entirely new posi-
tion: that "it is not clear that a convening authority continues to have any quasi-judicial
responsibilities at all." G APR 45 at 4. Congress enacted no changes to the UCMJ dur-
ing those two weeks. Article 37(a) reads precisely as it has from the instant this case
began.

The prosecution's new position rests on a patchwork of dicta, rulings from other
service courts, dissents, and single-judge opinions. The government labors to make the
case that the judicial authority of convening authorities has been extinguished, but in so
doing treats the part of the second sentence of Article 37(a) that inconveniently includes
convening authorities as if it were no longer the law, or if it is still the law, that it no long-
er has any real-world effect. In fact, that clause is alive and well and its requirements
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concerning the "judicial acts" of convening authorities are as critical as ever to public
confidence in the administration of justice.

For better or worse, commanders continue to "own and operate" military justice.
"The disciplinary system in the military is a Commander owned and operated system."
The Judge Advocate General's Legal Center and School, 2075 Commander's Legal
Handbook at 11. Those categories of commanders whom the Code qualifies as conven-
ing authorities - GEN Abrams is one of many - clearly perform judicial acts. "The com-
mander plays a quasi-judicial role in the system, making decisions that in the civilian
world would be made by professional prosecutors or judges." Id. The past five years
have seen significant national attention focus on whether commanders should remain in
charge of the military justice system; so far, those who seek to remove commanders
from responsibility for the administration of military justice have not prevailed.

Certainly over time the sweeping powers convening authorities enjoyed in 1775,
1806, 1861, 1916, or 1951 have been reined in in a number of ways, both by legislation
and by judicial decision. But Article 37(a), including its explicit recognition that conven-
ing authorities exercise judicial powers, remains good law, and there is no basis for the
government's intimation that those powers have so shriveled over time that it is as if the
explicit reference to convening authorities in the second sentence has been repealed by
implication.1 "With minor changes, this provision [Article 37] has remained intact since
its inception in 1948." Colonel James F. Garrett, Colonel Mark "Max" Maxwell, Lieuten-
ant Colonel Matthew A. Calarco, Major Franklin D. Rosenblatt, Lawful Command Em-
phasis: Talk Offense, Not Offender; Talk Process, Not Results, THE ARMY LAWYER, Aug.
2014, at 9. The service courts and CAAF continue to decide numerous Article 37 cases
each year. This part of the Code is so important that until very recently the Chair of the
Criminal Law faculty at the Army JAG School in Charlottesville published annual schol-
arship on current developments under Article 37.

The prosecution's assertion that the judicial capacity of convening authorities has
eroded to nothing is not supported. For instance, the 1983 military justice reforms cited
for this proposition actually represented an increase in the use of accepted judicial
standards in military justice. An Army leader in the struggle to achieve those reforms -
one of the most distinguished and highly respected judge advocates of the 20th century
- explained them as part of progress toward "a true judicial system" for military justice:

In essence, enacting the UCMJ was the beginning of an effort to erect a true ju-
dicial system within the body of the military organization. This marked a radical
shift. Instead of asserting, as General Sherman and many others did, that civilian
forms and principles of justice are incompatible with military effectiveness, this ef-
fort rested on the largely untested precept that military effectiveness depends on

1 "It is, of course, a cardinal principle of statutory construction that repeals by implication
are not favored." United States v. United Cont'l Tuna Corp., 425 U.S. 164, 168 (1976).
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justice and that, by and large, civilian forms and principles are necessary to en-
sure justice.

Brigadier General John S. Cooke, The Twenty-Sixth Annual Kenneth J. Hoc/son Lec-
ture: Manual for Courts-Martial 20X, 156 MIL. L. REV. 1, 8-9 (1998) (emphasis added).
General Cooke's Hodson Lecture theme was that the 1983 reforms represented pro-
gress in the advancement of judicial standards within the military justice system.

The convening authority's role is widely recognized as judicial. To add to our ear-
lier observations on this point:

• Referral. "In the case at bar, we are concerned over the failure of the convening
authority to act on the request of defense counsel or even to reply thereto. In re-
ferring a case to trial, the convening authority acts in a judicial capacity (see gen-
erally, Articles 22-29, Code, supra, 10 USC §§ 822-829; United States v. Nix, 15
USCMA 578, 36 CMR 76 (1965); United States v Schultz, 18 USCMA 133, 39
CMR 133 (1969)), and pretrial requests of this nature are properly addressed to
him. His failure to act raises a question as to his understanding of the nature of
his responsibility and his appreciation of the judicial office he occupies." United
States v. Pringle, 19 U.S.C.M.A. 324, 326, 41 C.M.R. 324, 326 (1970).

• Considering defense requests. "When the defense asks a convening authority to
act on a matter within the convening authority's discretion under either the UCMJ
or the Manual for Courts-Martial, the law expects the convening authority to act.
Whether the request is one for deferment of confinement or forfeitures, expert
assistance, or immunity, the accused has a right to action. There is, of course, no
guarantee that the action taken will be the action the accused desires, but a time-
ly decision by the convening authority is the process which an accused is due."
United States v. Ivey, 53 M.J. 685, 2000 CCA LEXIS 144 (A.C.C.A. 2000).

• Broad post-trial powers. "Congress gave the convening authority the important,
quasi-judicial power to review the judgment and sentence of a court-martial."
United States v. Cornwell, 49 M.J. 491, 494 (C.A.A.F. 1998). As the government
has very properly acknowledged, because of the date of the charged offenses,
this case is subject to the old version of Article 60, UCMJ.

Recent examples of the actions of convening authorities that are considered judicial
acts include referral decisions (Jennifer Steinhauer, Remark by Obama Complicates
Military Sexual Assault Trials, N.Y. TIMES, July 13, 2013); plea negotiations (Richard A.
Oppel Jr., Sexual Misconduct Case Ends with No Jail Time for General, N.Y. TIMES,
Mar. 20, 2014); and post-trial relief (Craig Whitlock, Air Force General to Retire after
Criticism for Handling of Sexual-Assault Case, WASH. POST, Jan. 8, 2014).

Of all the convening authority's judicial functions, the one that may at first blush
appear to be more prosecutorial than judicial is the power to refer cases to trial. As trial
counsel note, several cases discuss the referral decision as in some sense a prosecuto-
rial function. To be sure, there are similarities between referral and a prosecutorial role,
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as witness the fact that R.C.M. 306(b) identifies several disposition factors that resem-
ble the guidelines set forth in the ABA's Prosecutorial Function standards. However, the
Analysis to R.C.M. 306(b) notes that the key standard - "the prosecutor's reasonable
doubt that the accused is guilty" - is not among those listed in R.C.M. 306(b), and this is
because such a criterion is "inconsistent with the convening authority's judicial function."
R.C.M. 306(b) Analysis at A21-21 (emphasis added). Thus, while referral decision mak-
ing includes elements of the prosecution function,2 at bottom it remains judicial.

In trial counsel's view, if a colorable argument can be made that any of GEN
Abrams' judicial duties are not in fact judicial, he is free to engage in substantive ex
parte contacts with the prosecutors. And if he can engage in ex parte contacts in con-
travention of Rule 2.9 of the Model Code of Judicial Conduct, what is to stop him from
ignoring other basic judicial standards against, for example, bias (Rule 2.3), impropriety
(Canon 1), external influences (Rule 2.4), or the acceptance of gifts (Rule 3.13)? Trial
counsel's theory is basically that the convening authority makes his decisions in a rule-
free zone and has no special obligations of fairness derived from Article 37(a) or any-
thing else.

Trial counsel's further attempt to segregate the judicial and non-judicial duties of
a convening authority is artificial and assumes that the same individual would, with ex-
quisite care, remove his CA's cover when exercising one of his statutory powers, but
with equal care put it back on when exercising another. The very idea is reminiscent of
Pooh-Bah, the "Lord High Everything Else," a multi-hatted officeholder in Gilbert and
Sullivan's operetta The Mikado:3

Ko[-Ko]]. Pooh-Bah, it seems that the festivities in connection with my ap-
proaching marriage must last a week. I should like to do it handsomely,
and I want to consult you as to the amount I ought to spend upon them.

POOH[~BAH]. Certainly. In which of my capacities? As First Lord of the
Treasury, Lord Chamberlain, Attorney-General, Chancellor of the Excheq-
uer, Privy Purse, or Private Secretary?

Ko. Suppose we say as Private Secretary.

2 Another reason why GEN Abrams is not a prosecutor comes from ABA Prosecution
Standard 3-2.1: "[T]he prosecution function should be performed by a public prosecutor
who is a lawyer. . ." GEN Abrams is not a lawyer. Trial counsel are lawyers. Art. 27(b),
UCMJ.

3 "It is consequently my degrading duty to serve this upstart as First Lord of the Treas-
ury, Lord Chief Justice, Commander-in-Chief, Lord High Admiral, Master of the Buck-
hounds, Groom of the Back Stairs, Archbishop of Titipu, and Lord Mayor, both acting
and elect, all rolled into one." William S. Gilbert & Arthur Sullivan, The Mikado; or, The
Town of Titipu, Act I (1885), available at
http.7/www.gilbertandsullivanarchive.org/mikado/mk_lib.pdf.
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POOH. Speaking as your Private Secretary, I should say that, as the city
will have to pay for it, don't stint yourself, do it well.

Ko. Exactly - as the city will have to pay for it. That is your advice.

POOH. As Private Secretary. Of course you will understand that, as Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, I am bound to see that due economy is observed.

Ko. Oh! But you said just now 'Don't stint yourself, do it well'.

POOH. As Private Secretary.

Ko. And now you say that due economy must be observed.

POOH. As Chancellor of the Exchequer.

Ko. I see. Come over here, where the Chancellor can't hear us. (They
cross the stage.) Now, as my Solicitor, how do you advise me to deal with
this difficulty?

POOH. Oh, as your Solicitor, I should have no hesitation in saying 'Chance
it-1

Ko. Thank you. (Shaking his hand.) I will.

POOH. If it were not that, as Lord Chief Justice, I am bound to see that the
law isn't violated.

Ko. I see. Come over here where the Chief Justice can't hear us. (They
cross the stage.) Now, then, as First Lord of the Treasury?

POOH. Of course, as First Lord of the Treasury, I could propose a special
vote that would cover all expenses, if it were not that, as Leader of the
Opposition, it would be my duty to resist it, tooth and nail. Or, as Paymas-
ter-General, I could so cook the accounts that, as Lord High Auditor, I
should never discover the fraud. But then, as Archbishop of Titipu, it would
be my duty to denounce my dishonesty and give myself into my own cus-
tody as First Commissioner of Police.

Ko. That's extremely awkward.

POOH. I don't say that all these distinguished people couldn't be squared;
but it is right to tell that they wouldn't be sufficiently degraded in their own
estimation unless they were insulted with a very considerable bribe.

Id.

Gilbert and Sullivan's audience in the 1880s may have been perfectly willing to
chuckle at Pooh-Bah's fantastical notion that all of these diverse roles could somehow
be "squared," but this general court-martial is no operetta. Contemporary rules regard-
ing ex parts contacts (rules that after all were probably as scrupulously observed at the
Royal Courts of Justice in Queen Victoria's day as they should be under the UCMJ)
should serve as the highest common denominator for convening authorities, not the
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lowest. GEN Abrams' ex parte contacts with the prosecutors go beyond being merely
"extremely awkward." They are a textbook case of unlawful official conduct.

The government attempts (G APR 45 at 5) to tease out of United States v. Pe-
ters, 74 M.J. 31 (C.A.A.F. 2015), and United States v. Gray, 14 M.J. 816 (A.C.M.R.
1982), support for its contention that nothing prohibits ex parte communications be-
tween trial counsel and CAs. Neither case stands for any such thing: in neither one
were ex parte contacts the issue. In Peters, a member's role as an SCMCA with respect
to other cases had caused him to regularly rely on the very judge advocate who wound
up serving as trial counsel for legal advice. But whether or not that advice in other cases
was or should have been on notice to defense counsel in the cases in which it was ren-
dered was in no sense an issue in the case being tried. The government's account ne-
glects to point out that in the end the Army Court's decision was reversed and the find-
ings and sentence set aside because the military judge "abused his discretion in not err-
ing on the side of caution and excusing" the member. 74 M.J. at 36. It also omits Chief
Judge Baker's two-edged observation (in dicta) that "[w]e should want and wish for es-
pecially strong bonds between judge advocates and the commanders they advise, pro-
vided such bonds do not carry over or appear to carry over into the trial proceedings."
Id. (emphasis added). That, however, is precisely the issue here. We are not concerned
with any discussions GEN Abrams may have had with the numerous trial counsel re-
garding other cases; we are concerned with their ex parte communications in this one.
And on that subject the government is trying to keep both us and the Court in the dark.
See Point 2 infra4

The government's invocation of AR 27-26 (G APR 45 at 5-6) is similarly unavail-
ing. Rule 3.5 governs counsel, not those exercising judicial functions, and in any event
CAs fit squarely within the category of "other official[s]" who might be subject to improp-
er influence in a case. The drafters' omission of any reference to CAs has no effect on
Article 37(a) or the application of ex parte rules to those exercising judicial functions
within the meaning of that statute. (The Army ought to fix the rule to track Article 37(a)'s
catalog of covered persons, and while at it, also update this regulation, which is un-
changed since 1992). Nor does the Comment to Rule 1.4 authorize trial counsel to give
the CA advice that is not communicated to the defense; it simply does not address the
question. The government's third reference is to Rule 3.8. There again, nothing in the
provision calls for a withdrawal recommendation to be made ex parte. After all, the de-
fense might wish to argue that such a recommendation was narrower than it ought to
be. The defense should be present or at least afforded notice and an opportunity to
comment on all such matters.

4 Chief Judge Baker was on less than solid ground in urging "especially strong bonds"
between commanders and those who render legal advice to them, since the effect may
be to dull the judge advocate's independence, on which the Army must be able to count
at all times. See AR 27-26 R. 2.1 (requiring "independent professional judgment"). We
note this lest we understood as acquiescing in this part of Chief Judge Baker's com-
ment.
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Finally, the government has not even attempted to rebut Professor Fox's expert
declaration, including the proper conduct expected of non-lawyers performing judicial
duties ("quasi-judicial" officials).5 As one of the nation's preeminent experts in profes-
sional responsibility, his views are entitled to respect. His declaration not only casts
grave doubt on GEN Abrams' course of conduct, but also underscores the effect of that
course of conduct on the public perception of the fairness vel non of the proceedings
against SGT Bergdahl.

2. The government's representation that the prosecutors provided
no advice to General Abrams sidesteps the critical question of
what ex paste contacts they had with him

After twice refusing to answer any questions about the ex parte contacts they
have had with GEN Abrams, the prosecution now says, in effect, "we still won't tell, but
it wasn't legal advice." We cannot evaluate the damage done to SGT Bergdahl's right to
a fair trial until we know the details of all of the government's ex parte contacts with the
GCMCA in this case.

The first substantive personal ex parte contact we learned about was the collabo-
ration on an affidavit between GEN Abrams and trial counsel. This affidavit was not pre-
pared at the request of the defense but was done at trial counsel's initiative in an effort
to thwart the defense's request to require GEN Abrams to testify about his acts as con-
vening authority.

Alarmingly, GEN Abrams engaged in new ex parte contact with trial counsel
shortly after the defense filed its motion concerning ex parte contacts on 08 September.
Trial counsel apparently contacted him but did not invite the defense to participate in the
ensuing conversation in which GEN Abrams purportedly provided information favorable
to the prosecution. We have had no opportunity to independently verify that infor-
mation. Trial counsel thus enjoys unlimited access to the officer ultimately in charge of
the case; the defense obviously does not.

The problem of the convening authority's opacity is not new in this case. The de-
fense has long sought basic information about GEN Abrams' decision to refer the
charges against SGT Bergdahl to a general court-martial. Trial counsel dismisses this

5 The government's dismissive placement of quotation marks around the word "expert,"
G APR 45 at 10 n.12, speaks volumes about how seriously it takes this important body
of law.

6 We do not dispute that we possess the classified documents in question but take
strong exception to GEN Abrams' failure to disclose his additional planning or execution
role at any time, whether in his interview, his affidavit, or his testimony on the witness
stand.
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as not required by the rules, but the (unexplained) decision to refer the charges to a
more serious forum than what any preliminary hearing or subordinate commander rec-
ommended violates R.C.M. 306(b): "Policy. Allegations of offenses should be disposed
of in a timely manner at the lowest appropriate level of disposition. . ." General Abrams'
actions in what has obviously been a highly politicized case from the inception cast
doubt on the fairness of the proceedings.

3. An evidentiary hearing must be held, with testimony from all per-
cipient witnesses, with regard to GEN Abrams' ex parte contacts
with the prosecutors

The defense must be able to garner and present evidence pertinent to the motion
to disqualify. Critical factual matters concerning GEN Abrams' ex parte contacts are ei-
ther being withheld from us or are in dispute. We must have a meaningful opportunity to
develop the record on this important matter.

The motion to disqualify is based on what is potentially only a small fraction of all
the interactions the convening authority has had with opposing counsel. We must have
access to percipient witnesses and the opportunity to present testimony and documen-
tary evidence at an Article 39(a) session in order to fully develop our claims. Mere deni-
als by trial counsel cannot be permitted to shut down the adjudicator/ process. For the-
se reasons, the motion to compel should be granted and the motion to disqualify set
down for hearing.

CONCLUSION

Because the government has not opposed SGT Bergdahl's motions to adduce
additional evidence and to supplement the motion to disqualify, they stand conceded.
The motion to compel should be granted for the reasons we have stated. The motion to
disqualify should be granted once we have been afforded the necessary access to evi-
dence and an opportunity to litigate the merits of the ex parte contacts issue in open
court.

LTC FRANKLIN D. ROSENBLATT
Defense Counsel

EUGENE R. FIDELL
WILL M. HELIXON
MAJ OREN GLEICH
MAJ JASON D. THOMAS
CRT JENNIFER D. NORVELL
Defense Counsel
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